Individual base model of predator-prey system shows predator dominant dynamics.
Individual base model of predator-prey system is constructed. Both predator and prey species have age structure and cohorts of early reproductive age have competitive advantage. The model has linear functional response in predation behavior and includes the effect of interference among predators and delay of population growth from resource intake, not by functional response but by calculation procedure. Each foraging action is calculated successively and surplus or scarce of acquired resources is interpreted into population size through individual birth and death. This model shows that biomass of prey killed by predator is dependent on demand of predator and that heterogeneity in predator population is essential in persistency and stability of predator-prey system. Heterogeneity of predator makes predator individuals of less competing ability die rapidly. Rapid death of weak individuals causes rapid decrease of total demand of predator and that makes enough room for survived predators. Therefore, the biomass of killed prey is dependent on predator's demand. As young or infant population of predator are the more vulnerable to shortage of prey, and when many of them cannot survive to reproductive age, they can stabilize the system by wasting excessive prey with only temporal numerical increase of predator population.